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Create Amazing AI Art for Your 
Books, Documents and Lead Magnets

Ten AI art options considered the best

`  Deep Dream Generator 
This one is amazing - I’ve seen some phenomenal art created with it.
https://deepdreamgenerator.com/

`  Fotor
Photo editor, enhancer, enlarger. Clear blurry images. Brighten, tilt images. 
Remove background. Used a lot by real estate people.
https://www.fotor.com/

`  OpenArt
Create art. QR codes
https://openart.ai/

`  Jasper Art 
Create images in different styles.
“Select your brand tone of voice and watch Jasper get to work...”
https://www.jasper.ai/

 `  Starry AI
Create and own your images.
https://starryai.com/

`  Dream by Wombo  
Best for beginners
https://dream.ai/
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`  Nightcafe   
Generate creative images. Community. Challenges. Create AI artworks from 
your laptop, tablet or mobile. Review the images from any device.
https://creator.nightcafe.studio/

`  DALL-E2   
Several versions. Best for creating animal illustrations. Create realistic images 
and art from a description in natural language. Combine concepts, attributes, 
and styles.
https://openai.com/dall-e-2

`  Midjourney
Create new worlds, fantastic characters, and unique imagery from short text 
descriptions.
https://docs.midjourney.com/

`  LensaAI
All-in-one image editing
https://prisma-ai.com/lensa
    
`  Artbreeder 
Mix, collage, splice, paint, remix. Community, contests
https://www.artbreeder.com/

`  Stablecog
Create anything.
https://stablecog.com/

`  Pixray 
You can only use Pixray when you sign up to replicate using your GitHub 
account. If you don’t have a GitHub account, you can create one image for 
free. Create images from text prompts
https://creativeais.com/pixray-guide/
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Canva and Photoshop both have AI options, too.

                                   b b b

AI Software for ads, writing, and assistance

`  Scalenut 
Free paragraph generator, ai writer, ‘answer my question’ generator 
https://www.scalenut.com/

`  Anyword
Get more conversions and drive more sales with Anyword’s AI writer that 
generates and optimizes your copy. Powerful predictive analytics tell you 
what works before you go live.
anyword.com

`  AdCreative
Generate ads that outperform your competitors.
https://www.adcreative.ai
 
`  Smith.ai
Virtual Receptionist, customer engagement rep.
https://smith.ai/

More resources on next page

https://www.puzzleyou.com/jigsaw-puzzle-collections/p/in-the-jungle-forest-a-lone-parrot-keeps-eye-on-surroundings-41558-41558

COVER image: I am so grateful to Michael J. Maloney for his permission to use his 
fabulous AI art for the cover! Click on the link below to see one of his amazing puzzles - 
and while you’re there, check out his 28 other incredible puzzles!
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AI Software for websites and marketing

`  Systeme.io
This is an incredible website - I love using it! It’s got all the tools you need for 
your website under the same roof
systeme.io

Sales funnels
Create funnels easily based on proven templates

Email marketing
Send unlimited emails and create email campaigns

Website builder
Easily set up your website in under 10 minutes  

Evergreen webinars
Run evergreen webinars to grow your audience and make sales

Online courses
Build your online courses, manage your students

Blogging
Create high-converting content and get more traffic

Sell products
Sell digital and drop-shipped products.

Business automation
Save time and energy by automating your business

Affiliate program management
Create an affiliate program, automate affiliate payouts
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